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From the Headmaster’s Desk
On Tuesday, 23 April, Professor Jonathan Jansen came to speak to
the Wetpups community about transformation in schools. This
was a very thought-provoking talk that has challenged us as a
school. Since the talk, the Inclusivity and Awareness Committee
has held a meeting to which all parents were invited to attend and
contribute. The purpose was to engage in the four different areas
that have been identified as being essential for transformation at
the school. These include academics, sport, the creative arts and
the general culture of the school.
During this meeting, parents indicated that they wanted more
information about the process and what the objectives are. In the
course of this correspondence, I would like to address what our
objectives are in terms of the process.
I believe that our starting point and most important consideration
at the school should be the boys of Wetpups. We need to ensure
that all we do creates an enabling environment for every boy at
this school to self-actualise and become what God intended for
them, so they can make a meaningful difference for our broken
world. This means that all practices and events which demean and
make boys feel inadequate or inferior should be identified and
looked at. We also need to ensure that our boys treat others and
the environment with respect, love, understanding and care.
The Inclusivity and Awareness Committee has developed an outstanding statement that clearly indicates what we are trying to do
through this process. We need to use this statement as our guiding star as we navigate these difficult and complex issues. The
statement is as follows:

We are committed to promoting mutual understanding and
eliminating prejudice. Diversity is accepted as the norm, and is
considered integral to quality education and to a strong school.
The committee will act with honesty and fairness, and stand up for
the truth and what is right in its work to design programmes to
identify prejudice, review diversity objectives and help ensure that
intergroup conflict is resolved productively.
It should be pointed out that transformation is not a programme,
it is a mindset. It is the way we treat others and the way they treat
us. Transformation is the opportunity to learn together, from one
another, and we embrace it because it is the right thing to do for
our boys. Through this transformational process we are hoping to
enrich the curriculum and make our boys more aware and caring
of those who share their journey of life, so that working together
through their unique selves they may all make the world sustainable for the future.
Max du Pree writes the following on Diversity and Inclusiveness:
“We need to give each other the space to grow, to be ourselves, to
exercise our diversity and uniqueness. We need to give each other
space so that we may both give and receive such beautiful things
as ideas, openness, dignity, joy, healing and inclusion.”
Nelson Mandela said: “No-one is born hating another person because of the colour of his skin, or his background, or his religion.
People must learn to hate and if they can learn to hate, they can
be taught to love, for loves comes more naturally to the human
heart than its opposite.”
Fundamentally, through transformation, we are hoping to teach
our boys to love.
SIMON WEAVER

INCLUSIVITY AND AWARENESS STATEMENT
Western Province Preparatory School embraces diversity as part of
the School vision to awaken, empower and inspire every boy to
become a solutionary for tomorrow. As one of the tools to help
achieve this, the Board has established a sub-committee called the
Committee for Awareness and Inclusivity. This sub-committee
reports to the Leadership Team. Its primary objective is to help
develop and implement appropriate measures to create awareness
and to ensure that diversity is embraced and enhanced. It is guided
by the ethos of WPPS as an Anglican church school, the
Constitution of South Africa, as well as the commitment staff and
boys take when joining the school to respect each other.
We want everyone to be welcome, and feel welcome at our school.
We want all pupils, staff, parents and visitors to feel a sense of
welcome and belonging irrespective of their race, citizenship,
ethnicity, language, gender, religion, political conviction, social
class, sexual orientation or ability. Every member of the WPPS
family is worthy of honour, respect, equitable treatment and
inclusion. As an institution, we want to understand, celebrate and
affirm difference, promote inclusivity and actively challenge
stereotypical views of others. We view this as a Christian teaching
and as a practical necessity to equip those who pass through our
school for a better collective future.

Author Veronica Lamond spoke to the Grades N - 3
boys about her books in the Landy and Fender Series.
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GENERAL
Please see this article about continuing with sport during an exam
period. Very interesting read: https://www.telegraph.co.uk/
education/2019/04/24/children-should-not-stop-playing-sportrun-exams-has-no-impact/
RUGBY
The Wetpups rugby boys continued their build up to the first
‘official’ game of the season by taking part in a 10s festival hosted
by Bishops last Saturday. Two full weeks of practice had definitely
paid off as the boys showcased some great attacking rugby. The
coaches were very impressed with the boys’ performances, especially with the amount of heart that was shown on the field.
Special mention must be made of the U11B and U12B teams for
awesome displays of rugby.
HOCKEY
This past week was a relatively short one from a hockey perspective, due to the Workers’ Day mid-week break. Only the juniors
played this week, catching up with their round of fixtures against
Sweet Valley. After the promising start against Rondebosch last
week, the coaches were well pleased with the progress the boys
have made as the season now starts to gain some momentum.
The First XI left the Winelands early yesterday morning, heading
for Knysna where they are participating in the annual Oakhill
School Hockey Festival. The intensity of a festival like this provides the team with an early opportunity to really gel and build
momentum for the remainder of their season. We look forward
to hearing all about their successes on their return.
A big thank you must go to the U11 boys and their parents who
travelled out to Bridge House in Franschhoek on the public holiday, to play friendlies against Bridge House as a curtain-raiser to
the First XIs open tour fixture. We certainly appreciate the effort
to make it out to Franschhoek. It was great to see the boys in
action against ‘unusual’ opposition.
CROSS COUNTRY
This afternoon we are co-hosting with Rondebosch Boys Prep for
the first league race for the 2019 season. This is taking place at
Keurboom Park, WPCC. Good luck to all the boys who are
running, and a big thank you to all the marshals for giving up their
Friday afternoon.
SQUASH
Our C team had a difficult fixture against SACS last Friday. Despite
the result, we were proud of our boys’ effort on court. This week
our A and B teams play Bishops and the C team plays Cannons
Creek. All games are at home, which should make for an exciting
afternoon of squash. We wish them the best of luck!

We wish all our Muslim
families and friends a
happy Ramadan.

Thought for the Week
“Few are those who see with their own eyes and feel with their
own hearts.”
Scientist Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
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Grade 1 STEAM
Project
This week’s STEAM project required the boys to build a bridge
in pairs using compostable straws and masking tape. It needed
to be strong enough to support a cup. Before the boys started
building we discussed different bridges and factors influencing
the strength and stability of a bridge. We also looked at famous
bridges around the world.

Grade 1 Coding
Lesson
Some staff attended a brilliant course on coding. The boys
were lucky enough to have Mike, the course leader, do a
coding lesson with them. He taught them about sequencing
and then the boys used a specific coding app to practise what
they had been taught. This was a real highlight and we are
eager to get coding!

Alumni News

Congratulations to old boy muso, Liam Petersen (2017)
Source: https://www.facebook.com/1668999520000175/
posts/2388465591386894?sfns=mo
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Music Concert with Grey
Last Thursday the Music Department hosted a music concert with
Grey PE. Our Junior Wind Band started the concert with four items.
Some boys in this group have only had lessons for six months, but
performed very well.
The Grey Jazz band played a few numbers with Andrea Hobson
accompanying them on piano. Our Senior Wind Band played five
items and were followed by the Grey Concert Band.
It was lively and enjoyable concert, and all the boys gave superb
performances. We had a wonderful audience - thanks to everyone
who came out to support this special event.
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Freedom Day Voting at WPPS
The WEC [Wetpups Electoral Commission] was delighted with the
100 % voter turnout for the school's first democratic U18s only
election in celebration of our country's 25th year of freedom held
last week. The results were revealed in assembly on Monday.
Sue Cooke, our independent electoral observer, declared the
election free and fair for all. Boys were issued with ID documents
and went through a process similar to the one their parents will
encounter next week Wednesday when they go to the polls.
The results of the vote were as follows:
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